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TAX PROCEDURE 

More on IRS Strategies to Reopen Closed Assessment Periods
Hale E. Sheppard, Esq.

have been enclosed in the first place.6

Second, the IRS has the ability to lengthen 
the assessment-period from three years to 
six years in situations where taxpayers omit 
from their tax returns more than 25 percent 
of their gross income, or more than $5,000 
of any income derived from a long list of 
foreign financial assets.7 The result is that 
rather small income omissions can trigger 
large exposure to IRS review.8

Third, false or fraudulent returns filed 
by taxpayers trigger infinite opportunities 
for IRS challenges.9 No single measure of 
malevolent intent exists, so the IRS and 
courts normally explore several possible 
"badges of fraud." Among them are income 
understatements, inadequate records, 
implausible explanations, bogus compa-
nies or transactions, dealings in cash, con-
cealment of assets, and obstruction of tax 
audits and investigations.10

Finally, taxpayers exacerbate timing 
issues when they engage in "listed trans-
actions" and then fail to enclose Forms 
8886 (Reportable Transaction Disclosure 
Statements) with their tax returns. In those 
instances, the assessment-period remains 
open until one year after the taxpayers 
eventually file Forms 8886 or material 
advisors provide the IRS certain data about 
the taxpayers, whichever occurs first.11 
During the prolonged period, the IRS can 
assess any taxes and penalties, regardless 
of whether they are directly related to the 
undisclosed listed transactions.12

As explained above, the IRS often forces 
longer assessment-periods on taxpayers, 
against their will, based on specific laws. 
Sometimes that is not necessary, however, 
because taxpayers simply agree to grant 
the IRS more time to do its initial job. 
Formal Policy Statements and internal IRS 
guidance indicate that Revenue Agents 
generally should complete their work within 
the normal three-year period, such that 

seeking extensions is a rarity.13 Those who 
regularly defend taxpayers during audits 
know that this is inaccurate, though. The 
norm is for Revenue Agents to seek one 
or more extensions from taxpayers during 
audits, which are generally memorialized 
on Form 872 (Consent to Extend the Time 
to Assess Tax).14 Savvy taxpayers sometimes 
concede the IRS additional audit time for 
strategic, financial, legal and other reasons, 
the details of which exceed the scope of this 
article. 

A pivotal issue with Forms 872 is timing. 
The key tax provision and regulations state 
that the IRS and taxpayer both must con-
sent to an extension in writing "before the 
expiration of the time prescribed for the 
assessment of any tax" and, in the case of 
multiple extensions, "before the expiration 
of the period previously agreed upon."15 
Similarly, IRS training materials confirm 
that the assessment-period "must still be 
open when the [Form 872] is executed by 
both parties [because] it is an agreement to 
extend the statute of limitations on assess-
ment, not an agreement to revive an expired 
statute of limitations."16 Several cases, 
likewise, have held that Forms 872 and 
similar waivers supplied by taxpayers after 
assessment-periods expired were invalid.17

EXTENSIONS FOR FBAR PENALTIES

This article now turns to a different type 
of extension, one limited to penalties for 
unfiled or improper FBARs. Relevant law 
requires the filing of an FBAR in situations 
where (i) a U.S. person, (ii) had a direct 
financial interest in, had an indirect finan-
cial interest in, had signature authority 
over, or had certain other types of author-
ity over (iii) one or more financial accounts 
(iv) located in a foreign country (v) whose
aggregate value was more than $10,000 (vi) 
at any point during a year.18

It is crucial for readers to understand that 
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INTRODUCTION

So many things in life are just a matter of 
time, and disputes over taxes and penal-
ties are no exception. The Internal Revenue 
Service ("IRS") has a limited period during 
which to enforce the rules, and taxpayers 
generally hope to go unnoticed until that 
opportunity has passed. Timing issues do 
not disappear, though, simply because tax-
payers get selected for audit or approach 
the IRS to resolve matters pro-actively. 
Indeed, they might become more important 
than ever, as many interactions with the IRS 
involve extensions of assessment-periods, 
some voluntary, others compulsory. This 
article, which supplements an earlier one 
by the same author, analyzes the divergent 
and surprising rules applicable to taxes 
and related penalties, on one hand, and 
sanctions for unfiled FinCEN Forms 114 
("FBARs"), on the other.1

EXTENSIONS FOR TAXES AND 
RELATED PENALTIES

The IRS normally has three years from 
the date on which a tax return is filed (or 
deemed to be filed) to complete its audit 
and propose any adjustments, including 
additional taxes and related penalties.2 
There are various situations in which the 
IRS can impose an extension of this period 
against taxpayers. Here are just a few. 

First, in situations where taxpayers are 
obligated to file various international infor-
mation returns but fail to do so, the assess-
ment-period can be endless.3 How does this 
happen? Relevant law provides that, when 
taxpayers do not disclose their international 
assets or activities to the IRS by submit-
ting the proper information return, the 
assessment-period never starts to run.4 The 
effect is that the IRS can audit and penal-
ize taxpayers many years after the viola-
tion, thereby depriving them of any peace 
of mind generally gained with the passage 
of time.5 Moreover, legislative history clari-
fies that the expanded assessment-period 
allows the IRS to sanction the missing 
information returns, as well as scrutinize all 
items on the tax return with which it should 
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FBAR duties and penalties are found in 
Title 31 of the U.S. Code (which addresses 
financial issues), whereas tax duties and 
penalties originate in Title 26 (which is the 
Internal Revenue Code). It is also impor-
tant for readers to appreciate that taxpay-
ers voluntarily extend FBAR periods by 
executing a "Consent to Extend the Time 
to Assess Civil Penalties Provided by 31 
U.S.C. 5321 for FBAR Violations" ("FBAR 
Consent"), while they prolong tax periods 
with Forms 872.19 In summary, items that 
often overlap in the international context 
involve different issues (i.e., FBAR penal-
ties versus taxes), follow different laws (i.e., 
Title 31 versus Title 26), and utilize differ-
ent documents (i.e., FBAR Consents versus 
Forms 872). These distinctions are critical, 
as explained below. 

Some serious digging unearths three 
cases in which courts have indicated, con-
trary to the belief commonly held by tax-
payers and tax professionals, that the IRS 
can obtain an FBAR penalty extension from 
taxpayers, even after earlier assessment-
periods have expired. 

The first case is United States v. Solomon, 
where the IRS assessed FBAR penalties for 
2004 through 2010.20 The taxpayer took 
the position that the assessment-periods 
for all years except 2010 had expired 
before the IRS secured the FBAR consents; 
therefore, the penalties were invalid. The 
taxpayer argued, among other things, that 
"Congress did not even specifically autho-
rize any extension of the [assessment] 
period for FBAR penalties under [Title 
31], let alone provide clear congressional 
intent to allow revival through agreement 
of expired [assessment] periods."21 The 
government, for its part, countered that 
the six-year period set forth in the relevant 
provision in Title 31 is a "non-jurisdictional 
defense that can be waived [by taxpayers], 
even after it expires."22 The court agreed 
with the government, ruling that it was not 
too late for the IRS to assert FBAR penalties 
for the relevant years. The key, explained 
the court, in determining whether a par-
ticular assessment-period can be waived 
is whether it limits the court’s jurisdiction. 
If so, waiver is not possible. Turning the 
relevant rule in Title 31, the court held as 
follows: 

It is clear from the face of the limitations 
period in [Title 31], which does not refer 
to the court’s jurisdiction in any respect, 

that it operates merely as an affirmative 
defense [for the taxpayer], not as a limit 
or condition on the court’s jurisdiction . . 
. Because [the relevant provision in Title 
31] is not jurisdictional, the limitations 
for assessing FBAR penalties may be 
waived by the parties, even for claims 
that have expired.23

Commentators have been critical of 
United States v. Solomon, particularly the 
hypocrisy of the government’s legal posi-
tions in different contexts: 

For years the IRS has argued against 
the application of the Supreme Court’s 
jurisprudence regarding time periods 
for filing cases. It has consistently taken 
the position that time periods for filing 
are jurisdictional in order to keep taxpay-
ers to whom it gave the wrong dates 
for filing, who never received notices, 
who were misled by the language of its 
notices, or had other reasons for miss-
ing a filing deadline that it was too bad 
they experienced these problems but the 
jurisdictional nature of time periods for 
filing required that they not receive the 
opportunity to go to court . . . The IRS 
is consistent in its arguments regard-
ing jurisdiction and time periods except 
when it’s not. [United States v. Solomon] 
puts the shoe on the other foot. The IRS 
wins the case adopting the arguments 
made by taxpayers against the juris-
dictional nature of time frames. How 
convenient.24

The second case addressing FBAR 
extensions is United States v. Herscovici.25 
The taxpayer apparently failed to file 
FBARs for 2008 through 2011 to disclose 
his foreign accounts. The IRS sent the tax-
payer the equivalent of an Examination 
Report on March 29, 2018, explaining 
why penalties applied. Over a year later, 
after the original assessment-periods had 
long expired, the taxpayer executed FBAR 
consents for all years. Within a month of 
getting the extra time, the IRS assessed 
the highest possible FBAR penalties, for 
"willful" violations. Then, less than a week 
later, the IRS sent the taxpayer a notice 
and demand for payment of the FBAR 
penalties. He failed to hand over the 
money, so the government filed a collec-
tion suit. It appears that the taxpayer did 
not defend himself or otherwise partici-
pate in the trial; therefore, a dispute over 
timeliness of the FBAR assessment did 
not arise. The court’s perspective on that 
issue was clear nonetheless: 

The IRS was initially required to assess 
FBAR penalties for the 2008, 2009, 
2010 and 2011 years by June 30, 2015, 
June 30, 2016, June 30, 2017, and June 
30, 2018, respectively. The IRS initiated 

its assessment of penalties in January 
2014, and the proposed penalties for 
years 2008 through 2011 were issued 
on March 29, 2018. On July 30, 2019, 
[the taxpayer] stipulated to extend 
the 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 pen-
alty assessment deadline to June 30, 
2020. Following the stipulation, on 
August 21, 2019, the IRS assessed will-
ful FBAR penalties on [the taxpayer] 
for years 2008 through 2011, before 
the stipulated penalty assessment 
deadline. Accordingly, [this] weighs in 
favor of granting the [government’s] 
motion for default judgment.26

The third case about time limits 
for FBAR penalties is United States v. 
Sinyavskiy.27 Judicial endorsement of 
reviving expired assessment-periods was 
more subtle there. The taxpayer was a 
U.S. citizen, he held bank accounts in 
Switzerland, and he failed to submit 
timely FBARs for 2006 through 2012. 
On April 1, 2017, a point at which the 
normal six-year periods for 2006, 2007, 
2008, and 2009 had already expired, the 
taxpayer executed an FBAR consent for 
all years. The IRS assessed non-willful 
penalties against the taxpayer during the 
extended periods, and then sent a notice 
and demand for payment. The taxpayer 
remitted no funds, so the government 
filed a collection suit. The taxpayer kept 
his distance, not challenging the penal-
ties or otherwise engaging in the litiga-
tion process. The government, therefore, 
filed a Motion for Default Judgment. The 
court approved, holding, among other 
things, that the facts establish that it had 
jurisdiction to rule on FBAR penalties.28

Soon after the issuance of the three 
cases analyzed above, as well as oth-
ers perhaps undiscovered by the author, 
the IRS released a Voluntary Disclosure 
Practice Examiner Guide Paper for its 
personnel ("Guide Paper").29 Consistent 
with the cases, the Guide Paper indicates 
that the "FBAR statute may be extended 
or waived by the taxpayer after expira-
tion" and "an expired FBAR statute can be 
resurrected with taxpayer consent."30 The 
Guide Paper also explains that an FBAR 
Consent "is a common law waiver" of the 
assessment-period, while a Form 872 "is 
an anomaly for waivers in that it requires 
an open statute in order to extend."31 The 
Guide Paper further states that "unlike 
Title 26 statutes, Title 31 FBAR statutes 
can be resurrected after the statute expires 
through the execution of a consent."32
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CONCLUSION

This article shows that the rules pertaining 
to taxes and related penalties are clear; 
the IRS must secure extensions from tax-
payers before the previous period expires. 
The situation regarding FBAR penalties 
appears different, at least for the moment. 
However, one would expect additional legal 
clashes on this important issue given the 
large number of pending FBAR cases, mas-
sive penalty amounts in situations involv-
ing "willful" transgressions, the fact that 
the IRS forces taxpayers to execute FBAR 
Consents as a condition to participating 
in voluntary disclosure programs, and the 
reality that the IRS’ position has not yet 
gained support from higher courts. The IRS 
surely will continue pointing to the three 
cases discussed in this article, along with 
its own Guide Paper, when defending FBAR 
Consents that it obtained after assessment-
periods had lapsed. Taxpayers should keep 
in mind, though, that opinions by lower-
level courts and administrative instructions 
are quite susceptible to challenge. 
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